CaoSys Introduces CS*Applications for
Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12
11th October 2008
CaoSys, a developer of Governance, Risk, Compliance (GRC) and
Productivity software announced this week the availability of
CS*Applications for Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.
CS*Applications offers a number of diverse solutions ranging from its
Segregation of Duties solution (CS*Comply) to its flagship application
builder tool (CS*Form) with a number of other solutions in between. The
suite consists of several different solutions, each built specifically for and
completely integrated into Oracle E-Business Suite.
"This new release of CS*Applications demonstrates that we are
positioned for the uptake of organizations moving to Release 12 over
the coming months and years as well as ensuring those on earlier
versions have full upgrade protection." said CaoSys CEO, Craig O'Neill.
"CaoSys continues to enable organizations to maximize their investment
in Oracle’s enterprise applications by drastically reducing the costs
associated with and time needed to augment and extend their
systems whilst ensuring the burden on scarce and expensive IT resource
is also reduced."
CaoSys offers several solutions that fall into two distinct market
segments, compliance and productivity. The companies compliance
based solutions, CS*Audit, CS*Comply and CS*Secure enable
organizations to implement data auditing, segregation of duties (SOD)
internal controls and data security based controls. Their productivity
based solutions, CS*Form, CS*Rapport and CS*Enquire cater for several
needs such as onscreen interactive reporting, application extensions,
application building and ad-hoc querying to name but a few. CaoSys
classifies CS*Form as a new breed of RAD tool that it refers to as
Extreme-RAD (xRAD). Another solution named CS*Accelerate is a crossover solution that offers both compliance capabilities in the form of
application based controls as well as productivity based benefits such
as screen augmentation and navigational enhancements.
“Our solutions resolve many issues that users of the Oracle E-Business
Suite face on a daily basis. We bring a whole host of benefits in a very
cost efficient way and at the end of the day save organizations time
and money. No other vendor in this market can compete with us on
cost of ownership or return on investment, our solutions are so cost
effective that ROI can often be measured in a matter of weeks,
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sometimes just days.” continued O’Neill. "All of our solutions can be put
to work within minutes and all require very little technical know-how to
use, implementing solutions that typically take weeks or months to
develop can now be achieved in a fraction of the time."
CS*Applications for Oracle E-Business Suite R12 and 11i is available
now. More information including evaluation editions of the software is
available directly from the CaoSys website at www.caosys.com.
About CaoSys
CaoSys is an independent software solution provider within the GRC
and productivity software space. Its solutions offer radically different
ways of implementing solutions for the Oracle E-Business Suite that save
time and money. Their solutions provide all the main disciplines for a
comprehensive GRC solution, from traditional conflict based
segregation of duties to high risk single function security to masking and
hiding sensitive data to application configuration to powerful data
auditing as well as a host of very powerful productivity tools. CaoSys
software helps businesses streamline and secure their applications
making their users and therefore their business more efficient whilst
ensuring assurance and accountability. CaoSys was formed during
1999 and is based in the UK. Visit CaoSys online at www.caosys.com or
email info@caosys.com.
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